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1: John King (pirate) | Revolvy
Underwater archaeologists have identified the partial remains of the youngest known pirate to ply U.S. waters, a
9-year-old boy who eagerly joined Capt. Black Sam Bellamy's crew on the infamous.

The Five Greatest Fictional Pirates Pirates get a lot of attention, but most of us are more familiar with fictional
pirates than real ones. Fictional pirates enjoy great lines, wonderful wardrobes, and ships with catchy names,
and never have to deal with bilgewater, scurvy or rats in the hold. Both coasts of America and the whole of the
Caribbean are filled with stories of local pirates, their adventures and hints of their buried treasure. And as
long as there are legends of ill-gotten gains, kids and adults will go out in hope finding a little for themselves.
The Dread Pirate Roberts Ship: The Princess Bride movie and the book. The Princess Bride is one of the best
movies ever made not like I have an opinion or anything and part of its appeal is the mysterious Dread Pirate
Roberts. Roberts dresses all in black, wears a mask to conceal his identity, and is legendary for allowing no
survivors on the ships he captures. His appeal lies in his fearsome reputation, his fantastic sword fighting
skills, and his classic costume. There is no record of an actual pirate handing down his name to a successor,
but there are plenty of real pirates who tried to assume an alias, with the plan to go back to using their own
names upon retirement. There are also pirates who flirted with the idea of leaving no survivors, but none ever
committed to such a plan. Captain James Hook Ship: The Jolly Roger, venue: Peter Pan, the play, several
other movies, and a ton of Disney merchandise. Captain Hook is one of the most famous pirates ever, and the
very model of a pirate captain in action. Hook lives elegantly on his magnificent ship, dining in his
well-appointed cabin, enjoying the services of a personal servant Smee , smoking two cigars at a time and
playing the harpsichord. Despite his sometimes effeminate manners, Hook is a tough guy, bellowing orders in
a frightening voice and shooting any member of his crew who shows signs of rebelling against his iron will. In
fact, Hook is probably the origin of the myth of the pirate captain as an all-powerful dictator. In fact, pirate
captains were elected by their crews, and could be deposed just as easily. It would be hard to find a crew loyal
to a man who shot subordinates with so little reason. Long John Silver Ship: Also a string of seafood
restaurants. Long John Silver is the most historically accurate pirate ever to walk out of the pages of fiction. In
the novel, we first see Silver as the one-legged owner of a seaside eating house, the Spyglass. Pirates, unlike
the Royal Navy, paid a disability benefit to crewmembers who lost limbs in battle, so the vision of Silver as a
business owner is in keeping with actual pirate practices. His longing to return to a life of crime is also typical
of real pirates. Silver operates under pirate law, holding his position as leader of the mutineers by popular
vote, supplemented by guile, cunning and manipulation. He does not have strict control of the crew, who see
themselves as free agents, and frequently lose focus when distracted by rum. Silver needs to keep up
appearances to remain leader, and must hide his growing, fatherly affection for Jim Hawkins in order to keep
his position. Captain Jack Sparrow Ship: The Black Pearl, venue: Captain Jack Sparrow, and the big budget
movies he stars in, were the point of entry for millions of pirate fans. It was the worn clothes and the dirt that
drew me in first. Jack looked like he lived years ago and worked for a living. Depp chose to draw, cock the
gun, point it at Will, pause for a moment and then deliver the line. It gave Jack a level of menace that made
him believable. Obviously the Aztec curses, zombie pirates, mermaids, enchanted sea goddesses and trips off
the edge of the map are in no way realistic. But they reflect the way sailors of years ago viewed their world.
No one knew what caused weather, sickness, or a run of bad luck. Old time sailors were no fools, but they
followed superstitions and gave credit to wild stories because they had no better way to control events around
them. Real pirates drank heavily, and sometimes made poor decisions because of it. They wore the same
clothes every day, and rarely bathed. They lived by luck and reputation as much as by violence. Johnny Depp
famously said that pirates were the rock stars of their day, and he got it right. And now about my own pirate
adventures. The first two volumes, Scarlet Sails and Gentlemen and Fortune, are now available on Kindle,
with the next volume, Bloody Sea, due on June 1st of If you enjoy this blog, I hope you will choose to
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purchase the books, and perhaps even to review them on Amazon. When the rum runs out, Scarlet sets sail for
the mainland to look up an old friend. Can Scarlet use her Irish charms to free herself and her crew, or will it
be cutlass and cannon? Join Scarlet and her crew of outlaws, misfits, and runaway slaves as they carry out
missions of diplomacy, mercy and aggression. With their very survival on the line, Scarlet and her crew must
find greater courage than ever before. Join Scarlet MacGrath in her most desperate moments, marshalling
muskets, cannon and magic against forces bent on her destruction as she and her crew sail The Bloody Sea.
Available on Kindle June 1. Posted by TS Rhodes at.
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2: Smashwords â€“ The Pirate's Apprenticeâ€“a Series by L.M. Batstone
John King (c. /9 - April 26, ) was an 18th-century www.enganchecubano.com joined the crew of Samuel "Black Sam"
Bellamy while still a juvenile, and is the youngest known pirate on record.

A three- masted ship of galley -style design, it measured 31 meters in length about feet , rated at tons burden ,
and could travel at speeds up to 13 knots It would then travel to the Caribbean to trade the slaves for precious
metals , sugar, indigo, and medicinal ingredients, which would then be transported back to England. Fitted
with a standard complement of eighteen six-pound cannon , which could be increased to a total of
twenty-eight in time of war, the Whydah represented one of the most advanced weapons systems of the time.
Bellamy decided to take the Whydah as his new flagship; several of its crew remained with their ship and
joined the pirate gang. Accounts differ as to the destination of the Whydah during its last weeks. In any case,
the Whydah, on April 26, , sailed into a violent storm dangerously close to Cape Cod. The ship was driven
onto the shoals at Wellfleet, Massachusetts. At midnight she hit a sandbar in 16 feet of water some feet from
the coast of what is now Marconi Beach. Pummelled by 70 mile-an-hour winds and 30 to 40 foot waves, the
main mast snapped, pulling the ship into some 30 feet of water where she violently capsized. Hearing of the
shipwreck, then-governor Samuel Shute dispatched Captain Cyprian Southack, a local salvager and
cartographer, to recover "Money, Bullion, Treasure, Goods and Merchandizes taken out of the said Ship. On a
map he made of the wreck site Southack reported that he had buried of the Whydah crew and captives lost in
the sinking though technically they were buried by the town coroner, who surprised Southack by handing him
the bill and demanding payment. The other survivor of the Whydah, a Miskito Indian named John Julian, was
not tried but rather is believed to have been sold into slavery after his capture to none other than the
grandfather of future abolitionist U. Young John King actually chose to join the crew on his own initiative the
previous November when Bellamy captured the ship on which he and his mother were passengers. Among the
Whydah artifacts recovered by Barry Clifford was a shoe, silk stocking and fibula bone dated to a child
between 8 and 11 years old, most likely belonging to that of John King. It is the only pirate shipwreck site to
date whose identification has been established beyond a shadow of a doubt. A selection of the artifacts are also
on a tour across the United States under the sponsorship of The National Geographic Society. Controversy In
the possible choice of the Whydah to represent a museum exhibit on pirates caused a controversy. The
Museum of Science and Industry in Tampa, Florida was considering using history and relics from the ship for
a display on the Golden Age of Piracy set to coincide with the release of Pirates of the Caribbean: It is
currently available on DVD. The Republic of Pirates: The Pirates of the New England Coast Trapped in the
surf zone within sight of the beach, the boat slammed stern first into a sandbar and began to break apart. When
a giant wave rolled her, her cannon fell from their mounts, smashing through overturned decks along with
cannonballs and barrels of iron and nails.
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3: Whydah Gally - The Full Wiki
When Sam Bellamy captured a merchant ship in , he acquired a new member to his crew. He was a young lad who
vowed to kill himself if he wasn't allowed to join the pirates.

The Littlest Pirate In what is left of a wrecked pirate ship on the bottom of the sea near the dangerous shoals of
Cape Cod, scientists have found the remains of John King, the youngest pirate ever known. Thanks to Robert
Louis Stevenson, author of Treasure Island, and James Barrie, who wrote Peter Pan, countless boys have
dreamed of running away from their homes to join a band of merry pirates with their adventures on the high
seas. As unbelievable as it sounds today back in the 18th century such a thing was actually possible, as shown
by the story of one young man named John King. The tale starts in late with a pirate named Captain "Black
Sam" Bellamy. According to records, Bellamy used his sloop, the Marianne, to attack a passenger ship, the
Bonetta, bound from Antigua to Jamaica. Two other men, whose names were never recorded, also decided to
try their luck with the pirates. On that same ship traveling as passengers were a boy named John King and his
mother. It is difficult to say how old John was, but probably no older than eleven and possibly as young as
eight. Why he and his mother were traveling is not included in the record. What is clearly documented,
however, is that John wanted to be a pirate. John demanded to be allowed to join the crew of the Marianne. He
further saith, that one John King who was coming as a passenger with him from the said Island of Jamaica to
the Island of Antigua deserted his sloop, and went with the Pirates and was so far from being forced or
compelled thereto by them as the deponent could perceive or learn that he declared he would Kill himself if he
was Restrained, and even threatned his Mother who was then on Board as a Passenger with the Deponent. On
a regular ship in those days, discipline at sea would have been harsh. This, combined with bad food and poor
pay, left many sailors discontent. Almost all pirate ships, in contrast, were run as small democracies with the
crews drawing up a set of rules for themselves to live by and sharing the booty they could take. They often
even elected their own captains. While most pirates never got rich and many died young, many sailors still
found it a better choice than life under a cruel navy or merchant captain. Perhaps he was in the company of a
harsh parent or stepparent. In any case, we do know that Bellamy did eventually let him join his crew. Why
did Bellamy permit it? Ken Kinkor, a historian at the Expedition Whydah Sea-Lab and Learning Center,
speculates "I tend to think that from what we know of Bellamy he was kind of a charismatic individual. This
kid, I can almost see him begging Bellamy to let him join and Bellamy not having the heart to refuse. In
February of , between the islands of Cuba and Haiti, the Marianne ran into the Whydah, a heavily armed foot
long slave galley. Bellamy captured it and decided to make it his new flag ship. As a boy, Clifford had heard
local legends around Cape Cod about a pirate ship that had sunk off the coast in the 18th century. Clifford
carefully researched possible locations of the ship and, aided by a map, set out to use electronic devices to
look for the remains. The Whydah went down in a heavy storm off the coast of Cape Cod killing pirates.
Copyright Lee Krystek, Although the Whydah did not carry the amounts of treasure Clifford might have
hoped for, it did provide almost , artifacts that helped tell the story of life aboard an 18th century pirate ship.
The mass of artifacts collected over the next several decades included a lump or as scientists like to call it a
"concretion" of material brought up from the bottom in which contained the remains of a human fibula leg
bone , a stocking and a small shoe. Their results indicated that the bone belonged to a child between eight and
eleven years of age. Immediately the historians connected the find with the story of John King, revealing his
fate. King apparently went with Bellamy when he transferred his command to the Whydah. They took the gun
ship up the coast of the United States, raiding vessels along the way. According to legend, Bellamy was on his
way to visit a sweetheart when the ship was caught in a heavy storm. The ship sank and only two out of the
crew of survived to tell the tale. The remains of the littlest pirate, bone, sock and shoe, now are part of the
collection at the Whydah Center in Provincetown, Massachusetts. There they sit as a reminder of the days
when even little boys could become fierce pirates. Copyright Lee Krystek
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4: Web Poster Wizard
We don't know what inspired John King, but at the eleven-day point, he approached Bellamy and asked to join the pirate
crew. It should be noted that the King family was solidly upper-class. John had no particular reason to sympathize with
the pirates, other than Bellamy's rhetoric.

February 23, â€” April 26, , later known as "Black Sam" Bellamy, was an English pirate who operated in the
early 18th century. Though his known career as a pirate captain lasted little more than a year, he and his crew
captured at least 53 ships, making him the wealthiest pirate in recorded history[3] before his death at age
Called "Black Sam" in Cape Cod folklore because he eschewed the fashionable powdered wig in favor of
tying back his long black hair with a simple band, Bellamy became known for his mercy and generosity
toward those he captured on his raids. This reputation earned him another nickname, the "Prince of Pirates".
The future pirate became a sailor at a young age; in his late teens, he joined the Royal Navy and fought in
several battles. Though it has been speculated that he may have had a wife and child, there is no definite
historical proof of this. Bellamy traveled to Cape Cod around , allegedly to seek some of his relatives there.
According to an abundance of local lore on the subject, it is believed that he took up an affair with a local
beauty, Goody Hallett â€” the "Witch of Wellfleet". Other modern authors have called her "Mariah" and
"Mary". Her age and marital status remains a subject of much debate. Some stories depict her as a young lady
between 16 and 25, while others depict her as a very old woman. Prince under the same colours. After
Bellamy left the Cape, Hallett was found to be pregnant by Bellamy. It is said that she gave birth to a son and
hid the child in a barn for warmth while she foraged for food; and when she returned she found that the child
had choked to death on the straw. Some legends say that it was the barn of the notable Knowles family, others
claim it to be that of Justice Joseph Doane who had banished her. Her sentence was relatively short, but she
was exiled from the town. Even after that, she still waited for him in Eastham. By a majority vote of the crew,
Hornigold was deposed as captain of the Marianne and left the vessel with his loyal followers, including
Teach. The remaining man crew then elected Bellamy as captain. Upon capturing a second ship, the Sultana, it
was made into a galley , and with approval of the crew, Bellamy took it as his own and assigned his friend
Palsgrave Williams as commander of the Marianne. After a single shot, Captain Lawrence Prince surrendered
the Whydah by lowering its flag. Captain Charles Johnson possibly a pseudonym wrote what became the first
standard historical text on pirates, A General History of the Robberies and Murders of the Most Notorious
Pyrates. That source relates the story of the Whydah overtaking a sloop commanded by Captain Beer. Bellamy
had wanted to let the captain keep his ship, but his crew had just voted to burn it, and the captain of the
merchant vessel had just declined an invitation to join the pirates. Bellamy is attributed with making this
now-famous speech: Silver recovered from the wreck of the Whydah. Though you are a sneaking puppy, and
so are all those who will submit to be governed by laws which rich men have made for their own security; for
the cowardly whelps have not the courage otherwise to defend what they get by knavery; but damn ye
altogether: They vilify us, the scoundrels do, when there is only this difference, they rob the poor under the
cover of law, forsooth, and we plunder the rich under the protection of our own courage. Had you not better
make then one of us, than sneak after these villains for employment? I am a free prince, and I have as much
authority to make war on the whole world as he who has a hundred sail of ships at sea and an army of , men in
the field; and this my conscience tells me! But there is no arguing with such snivelling puppies, who allow
superiors to kick them about deck at pleasure. He liked expensive clothes, especially black coats. His favorite
weapons were four duelling pistols that he always carried in his sash: He made a dashing figure in his long
deep-cuffed velvet coat, knee breeches, silk stockings, and silver-buckled shoes; with a sword slung on his left
hip and four pistols on his sash. Unlike some of his fellows, Bellamy never wore the fashionable powdered
wig, but grew his dark hair long and tied it back with a black satin bow. Usually, he had two ships under his
control. His flagship was powerful with many cannons and the second one was light but fast, which made a
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good balance. With coordinated attacks, they managed to capture ships easily without harming them. Bellamy
and the Whydah captured several other small vessels in the area, including the Anne Galley, to which he
appointed his quartermaster Richard Noland as Captain. The Mary Anne was also wrecked that night several
miles south of the Whydah, leaving seven more survivors. Two were set free, the court believing their
testimony that they had been forced into piracy. President John Quincy Adams. In July , Bellamy became
famous again when the discovery of the wreckage of his flagship Whydah was announced, and would soon
become the first authenticated pirate shipwreck ever discovered in North America. At the time of its sinking,
the Whydah was the largest pirate prize ever captured, and the treasure in its hold amassed roughly 4. It houses
many artifacts which were brought from the actual wreck, including a cannon found to be stuffed with
precious stones, gold and artifacts. A portion of the some , artifacts so far recovered are currently on a six-year
tour around the United States under the sponsorship of the National Geographic Society. The body was near a
pistol identified as his, and DNA tests were being carried out with a living relative to confirm. Federal Reserve
Bank of Minneapolis. Retrieved January 2, Woolsey, Matt September 19, Retrieved February 5,
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5: The Whydah: A Pirate Ship Feared, Wrecked, and Found by Martin W. Sandler
Pirate Scuttlebutt -- Escape from Maracaibo: David Cornwall, seaman for privateer Henry Morgan -- Turning back the
turncoats: Richard Barleycorn, cabin boy for Captain William Kidd -- Sadder but wiser: Louis Arot, cabin boy for pirate
Blackbeard -- Littlest pirate: John King, cabin boy for pirate Black Sam Bellamy -- Outfoxing the fox: Bento.

Fascinating facts about Pirates, their lives, weapons, ships, and history, by the author of The Pirate Empire,
available on Amazon. On November 9, , John King, nine years old, and his mother, whose name is not
recorded, were passengers on the sloopBonetta, captained by Abijah Savage. The Bonetta was en route to
Jamaica when they were attacked by the notorious pirate Black Sam Bellamy. Bellamy and his crew fired a
warning shot, persuaded Savage to surrender without a fight, and tied their own sloop, the Mary alongside.
They then proceed to plunder the Bonetta for fifteen days. Exactly what went on during that time, we will
never know. Captain Savage maintained that piracy was against the laws of God and men, and refused to even
think of such a thing. It should be noted that the King family was solidly upper-class. None of the pirates took
the child seriously, but he did not back down. Over the next few days, the pirates began to change their minds.
King did not take kindly to this radical idea. First she tried to restrain her son, and then asked Captain Savage
to speak to him. He wanted to be a pirate. When his mother refused to think of such a thing, John threatened to
throw himself into the ocean. Then he physically attacked her. In the passion of a mother-son argument, Mrs.
Bellamy sailed away, and the Bonetta continued her trip to Jamaica, where Captain Savage gave a deposition
against the pirates. The child was not forced, not kidnapped. But why did an upper-class boy want so badly to
become a pirate? A few hints linger. When John threatened to throw himself into the sea, he specifically
mentioned suicide. His willingness to physically attack his mother also indicates that something was wrong in
the King family. Why was she willing, at any point, to hand her child over to pirates? Did John have some
mental or learning disability that prevented him from fitting in with his family? Was his father abusive? The
pirates left no written records about their young recruit. Fate, however, took this young pirate in hand. On
April 26th, , Sam Bellamy and his new ship, the Whydah Galley, went down with nearly all hands in an
unseasonable storm off the coast of Maine. Only two of the crew survived. John King was lost forever. His life
as a pirate had only lasted three months. It was here that divers found the last remains of John King â€” a leg
bone from a nine-year-old boy, clad in a silk stocking and wearing an expensive French shoe. John King had
been trapped under a cannon when the ship went down. Posted by TS Rhodes at.
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6: John King (pirate) - Wikipedia
John King (pirate) topic. John King (c. /9 - April 26, ) was an 18th-century pirate. He joined the crew of Samuel "Black
Sam" Bellamy while still a juvenile, and is the youngest known pirate on record.

It was designed in the style of the galley. This three-masted ship extended up to 31 meters, rated at tons of
load and could journey to a speed reaching 13 knots. Named after barter town of Ouidah it is pronounced
WIH-dah in West African, the vessel better known as Whydah was built up as trading and transport ship. It
was used to carry heavy loads for trading and was also used for the Atlantic slave trade, transmitting goods
from England in exchange for West African slaves. The Whydah Galley The vessel would then proceed to the
Caribbean to exchange the slaves for prized sugar, indigo metals and medicinal ingredients. These products
would then be shipped back to England. The Whydah signified one of the most enhanced weapons systems
back then, among them is the eighteen six-pound cannons. Since it was the time of war, these cannons could
be augmented to twenty-eight in total, making them even more powerful and deadlier. When the attack
happened, the Whydah was under the authority of Captain Lawrence Prince and was steering through the
Windward Passage amid Cuba and Hispaniola. When Whydah was captured, Samuel Bellamy has already
seized two other vessels, the converted gun sloop Marianne and the gun galley Sultana. After being chased for
three days, Prince gave up his ship after a haphazard canon fire exchange. Bellamy then opted to use the
Whydah as his latest flagship; some of its crew stayed with their ship and became members of the pirate gang.
This was done as a gesture of goodwill since the captain surrendered without a fight and was also reputable in
the pirate crew. Afterwards, Bellamy and his crew cruised on to the Carolinas and drifted north near the
eastern coastline of the American colonies. As they aimed for the innermost coast of Maine, they looted and
captured additional ships on the way. Some myths state that Bellamy intended to go near the tip of Cape Cod,
in order to visit Maria Hallett, his mistress. Anyhow, on April 26, , the Whydah encountered a furious storm
near Cape Cod. The vessel drifted into Wellfleet, Massachusetts and swiftly broke apart. Upon hearing of the
wreckage, then-governor Samuel Shute asked Cyprian Southack, a local cartographer and salvager, for a
favor. Southack recounts that he buried of the Whydah crew and captives. He even drew a map and sketched
what he saw. The Whydah Wreck site map Surviving members of the gang revealed that at the moment of its
sinking, the ship carried a substantial amount of load. This load includes nearly four and a half tons of gold,
gold dust, silver and jewelry. Although Southack was able to recover a few of the pieces salvaged from the
vessel, little of this immense treasure stockpile was recovered. This hoard was hidden until the wreckage was
rediscovery two hundred years later. Six were put on trial and consequently hanged in Boston. Thomas Davis,
one of the Whydah wreckage survivors, had been pushed into service when his vessel was detained by
Bellamy. Then again, he was exonerated from all charges and was even spared the gallows. This could
possibly be due to the interference of renowned. Puritan minister Cotton Mather. The other Whydah wreckage
survivor, a Miskito Inidan called John Julian, was not put in trial but was sold into slavery instead. Those who
died include Bellamy himself, and a boy, named John King who was probably between the ages of 9 and This
is the sole pirate shipwreck site that has been positively identified. Controversy Involving Whydah Galley In ,
Whydah almost represented the pirates in a museum exhibit. This incident caused a controversy. The Museum
of Science and Industry in Tampa, Florida was thinking of utilizing relics and history from the vessel for an
exhibit on the Golden Age of Piracy. This was set to overlap with the release of Pirates of the Caribbean:
However, it was condemned for have a ship with a background in Atlantic slave trade because it trivializes
that aspect of its history.
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7: Whydah Gally - Wikipedia
The Littlest Pirate. In what is left of a wrecked pirate ship on the bottom of the sea near the dangerous shoals of Cape
Cod, scientists have found the remains of John King, the youngest pirate ever known.

By Laura Nelson Artist: Dover Electronic Clip Art In the Golden Age of Piracy , generally accepted by
scholars as being from about to , large numbers of sailors left the ships they were employed on to join pirate
crews. Some were forced to go. For a large number of them, the experience would end in death. Even if they
survived, their careers as pirates, with a few exceptions, generally failed to last more than about two years or
so. After several years of recovering artifacts and research, a museum was established in Provincetown on
Cape Cod, Massachusetts. Then a traveling exhibit called Real Pirates was created. Now, a permanent facility
in West Yarmouth, Massachusetts houses the entire collection. Coins and artifacts recovered from the wreck
site of the Whydah. Most pirate historians agree that Bellamy was a single man. Whydah, They lived in the
villages of Hittisleigh and Drewsteignton near Plymouth, England, according to Hittisleigh Parish records.
There are many speculations, but no one knows exactly what Bellamy did before traveling to the colonies, or
the precise reason he traveled to Cape Cod in There is also nothing that documents who Bellamy met first:
Maria Hallet or Paulsgrave Williams. A widely accepted story is that he met Maria while she was sitting under
a tree in a meadow. But the reportedly naive girl fell head over heels in love with the young sailor, probably
taken in by his worldly stories of foreign ports and exotic locales. Predictably, she eventually allowed Bellamy
to have his way with her. Extensive research has revealed that there was more than one woman named Mary
Hallet living in the city of Eastham on Cape Cod in The most likely candidate was a woman about twenty-two
years old and the daughter of wealthy settler John Hallet. She was a sixth child also, and was probably helping
at the Great Island Tavern in Billingsgate, which was owned by her brother. She died childless in her sixties in
April While Bellamy was romancing Maria, he met a man named Paulsgrave Williams. Williams was a
thirty-nine-year-old silversmith with a wife and family. His father, who died in , had been the Attorney
General of Rhode Island. His mother later married a man named Robert Guthrie, a Scottish exile. The Guthries
were part of a large group of Scots who had originally been sent as prisoners to Lynn and Braintree,
Massachusetts, to work as slaves in the ironworks. Many eventually made their way to Block Island. At some
point in the friendship, Williams convinced Bellamy to go treasure hunting in Florida. One of the great
Spanish plate fleets had been wrecked in a storm off the coast in , and many men headed down there to dive on
the wrecks to try and recover some of the treasure reported to have sunk in the storm. Historians agree that it
was probably Williams who had the money to finance the trip. The two men depart for Florida, leaving Maria
alone and pregnant. Cape Cod folklore has her kicked out of her home. She holes up in a barn, where she
eventually has her baby. During the day, she leaves the baby in the barn while she goes to find work or food.
One day she returns to find the baby has choked to death on a piece of straw. Maria loses her mind, and
retreats to an isolated cabin. It is said she stands on the cliffs overlooking the Atlantic every day, watching for
her Sam to come back to her. There was a lot of competition, and Spain had by then recovered at least some of
their gold. Nothing is really known about how they got started. What is known is that by March, they owned
two canoes known locally as periaguas. In their first few months of operation, they added not only Hoof but
likely also a Mosquito Indian named John Julian , who would have been a huge asset with his knowledge of
the local waters. During a conquest in the Yucatan Channel, they encountered a Captain Young. They forced
him to tow their canoes to the western end of Cuba, so they could take advantage of the greater volume of
shipping. At some point while crossing the channel, they encountered Henry Jennings , who would become
their first mentor. Jennings commanded a flotilla of five pirate ships, and he had just returned from fencing
some of his cargo in Jamaica. The flotilla arrived at Baya Hondo, off Cuba, on 3 April A canoe was sent to a
ship anchored there with a cover story that they had come into the harbor to replenish their stores of wood and
water. The ship was the St. The pirates also learned that the French ship was selling goods to the Spanish
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locals, which was in violation of Spanish law and classified them as smugglers. This was good news for
Jennings, because capturing smugglers was not considered an act of piracy under Spanish law. Marie had
sixteen cannons and a crew of forty-five men. Having had experience capturing ships on the Spanish Main,
Jennings knew that an encounter with such a well-armed and manned ship could result in injury or death for
some of his crew members. He held a council with all his men. To look upon one another and return with your
fingers in your mouth? With a loud cheer they began to row towards the St. Marie and escape in one of her
canoes was captured. Someone from the St. Marie shouted back a request to not fire, as all was well. Giving
no quarter meant showing no mercy, and no prisoners would be taken. Upon finding that the St. Marie was
mainly loaded with fine linen, the pirates were disappointed. His crew backed up his story, but the pirates
refused to believe them. While the pirates relaxed on the St. Marie, a lone canoe was captured while coming
into the bay. By the time he and his crew arrived, they found that it had been taken by yet another pirate,
Benjamin Hornigold. Having no desire to take on one of the most famous, to date, of the pirates operating in
the West Indies, Carnegie went back to Baya Hondo and told Jennings what had happened. Perhaps puffed up
by his success with the St. Marie, Jennings set sail with two sloops to go after Hornigold. He left Bellamy and
his men to guard the St. Almost the moment Jennings left the Bay, Bellamy and his men loaded the treasure
onto one of their periaguas and took off. All he could do after that was leave Baya Hondo. They also met a
man named Edward Thache. Eventually, Hornigold appointed him as commander of one of their prize ships.
That before they came to the wrecks, one Capt. Hornigold Commander of a Pyrate Sloop called the Benjamin
came on board their sloop and after some time Desired the Examinate and some other of the Men belonging to
the said Sloop Blackett to row him on board the said sloop Benjamin which they did and after they were
aboard the said Sloop [He] refused to let the Examinant and one John Fletcher his companion Returne to their
Sloop Blackett againe but detained them and Altho their Master Abraham Lamb came on board and prayed the
said Hornigold to Release his said Men Yet he utterly refused to do so but detained them and Carryed them
away by force against their Wills. La Boos Commander with whom they consorted and cruised about.
Whydah, Another version of the story has Levasseur already sailing with Hornigold before the falling out over
the attacking of English ships happened. About a Year ago he belonged to a Ship Commanded by Capt. The
Pirates kept the Ship about 8 or 10 days and then having taken out of her what they thought proper delivered
her back to some of the Men, who belonged to her. Labous kept the Examinate on board his Sloop about 4
Months, the English Sloop under Hornygolds command keeping company with them all that time. From
thence they Sailed on to Hispaniola in the latter end of May, where they tarryed about 3 Months. After an
hour-long fight, [they were] driven off with little loss. The early s was a time of low pay for sailors, with
generally no chance of advancement. Most did not feel any loyalty toward their captain or the company that
owned whatever ship they served on, and thus saw no reason to sacrifice themselves defending the ship. Most
hoped that by giving up and staying out of the way they would survive the pirate encounter unscathed. Croix
until 24 November. Before letting them go, however, the pirates took some of their clothes, various items, a
black man, and an Indian boy. During the time he and his crew were held on St. One of the said Sloops called
the Marianne was Commanded as he was told by one Samuel Bellamy who declared himself to be an
Englishman born in London, and that the other, called the Postillion was Commanded by one Louis de Boure
who was a French Man, and has his Sloop chiefly Navigated with men of that Nation. Both agreed that the
fibula belonged to a child age 8 to They kept the Sultana, putting Bellamy in command, and appointed
Williams to be captain of the sloop Marianne. Now three ships strong, the growing band of pirates continued
to capture and plunder any ship they came across. Around late January , early signs of a storm caused them to
seek shelter in one of the ports where they had spent the previous November. Another sloop badly damaged by
cannon fire was also there. There was even a small set of ramparts on the shore. Slowly, men crept from the
jungle. They had been part of the crew of a French pirate called Jean Martel , and had been cleaning their
vessels on 16 January , when they were attacked by HMS Scarborough. He accepted their oaths and welcomed
them as crew members. Woodard, Along the way, they stopped at an island, where a more formal swearing-in
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ceremony of the new men was held.
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8: The Pirate Empire: The Littlest Pirate
Turning back the turncoats: Richard Barleycorn, cabin boy for Captain William Kidd Sadder but wiser: Louis Arot, cabin
boy for pirate Blackbeard Littlest pirate: John King, cabin boy for pirate Black Sam Bellamy.

Sandler, with so many other historical non-fiction authors, has written TRUTH, with sources, footnotes of
explanation and extraordinary care to point out stereotypes that are not true. For example, the notion that
pirates buried their treaure and created maps to remember where was created by Robert Louis Stevenson in his
book Treasure Island, and has been kept alive in other books through the years as well as in movies. It is a
myth that has never b After reading this book, I know that Martin W. It is a myth that has never been proved.
Another myth also shown to be incorrect is the way pirates spoke. In , he played Long John Silver in the
movie version of Long John Silver and went on to play him in a television series in which he popularized the
accent and many of the sayings that are commonly associated with pirates today. Not only is this a wonderful
look at pirates of long ago, how they became pirates and how they really lived, but it traces the history of the
pirate who acquired the biggest fortune ever with his fleet of ships, and it carries the history forward with the
exciting find of this large ship, the Whydah which sank in the treacherous waters of Cape Cod. This was a ship
with a treasure so large it is hard to believe the tales. Archaeologists use the artifacts to show the lives of
pirates on board and to see the goods stolen. They were not only gold, but goods transported to the new world
that were needed, like fabric, tea, spices and wine. Sandler begins with a description of this famous ship that
started its career as a slave ship and then tells the tale of its final owner, Black Sam Bellamy. Some of his
actions earned him the name Robin Hood of the Seas, but he was not only that. He began with a love of the
sea and joined the British Navy, but soon became a bigger adventurer because his higher goal in life was to
become rich. With some compatriots, he went off to find the treasures from ships. If not, you could lose your
life or be put ashore on a deserted island. Toward the end of the book, we are moved to modern times and talk
of the artifacts and how they are preserved, what they tell us of the "truth" of pirate life. The book is an
extraordinary look at this early part of our history in America, the lives of various parts of society, but
especially how people lived as pirates and what people thought of them. Thanks to Candlewick Press for this
advanced copy! How wonderful it would be to have a student read this book, or to read parts of it with a class
and to discuss the research to discover the truth of pirates. And then to extend that to what they hear, what they
read and how to find their own truths.
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9: Pirates & Privateers: John King -- The Boy Pirate
John King is well known as the youngest 18th century www.enganchecubano.com got started as a pirate working as a
crew member with the infamous Samuel "Black Sam" www.enganchecubano.com is in fact the youngest pirate known in
history.

During his course of depredations, he captured the Bonetta. Over the fifteen days that he plundered the ship,
he allowed a boy named John King to join his crew. In the early s it was not that unusual for boys from poor
families to sign aboard a ship as cabin boys a type of servant to an officer or powder monkey. Boys were
sometimes no older than eight when they signed aboard a ship. Going to sea probably looked better to some
than being a chimney sweep or becoming a child laborer. It only took a few years for a boy to learn enough to
assume the duties of an adult sailor. But King was different. His family had money. When the ships caught up
with him, they fired a cannon and hoisted a black flag at the mast, at which point he struck his sails and
lowered his boat to go meet with them. Bellamy detained his crew and passengers until 24 November. Before
letting them go, however, the pirates took some of their clothes, various items, a black man, and an Indian
boy. In his deposition, Savage gave a description of the two ships: One of the said Sloops called the Mary
Anne was Commanded as he was told by one Samuel Bellamy who declared himself to be an Englishman
born in London, and that the other, called the Postillion was Commanded by one Louis de Boure who was a
French Man, and has his Sloop chiefly Navigated with men of that Nation. Both agreed that the fibula
belonged to a child age 8 to If you asked my friends who raised boys, it would be the chance to get away from
being ordered around by his parents, carrying a sword, bossing people around and seeing how afraid of him
they were, and not having to bathe. Not long after he joined them, the pirates anchored at St. Croix , where
they spent a couple of months enjoying the spoils of their conquests. During their stay, three men tried to run
away. One was captured and brought back. Each crew devised their own set of rules, but they shared some
similarities. Any man who should Defraud ye Company, or another, to ye Vallew of a Dollar, he shall suffer
Punishment as ye Company deeme ffit. Every member of the crew had assigned duties to perform, determined
by a watch bill, or duty roster. Early in Bellamy and his crew spotted the Whydah Galley sailing past the
Bahamas and gave chase. This was a lucrative trade in the early s. After selling her slaves in the Caribbean,
she had been loaded with coins and other trade goods intended for sale in England. After three days the
captain of the Whydah, Lawrence Prince, surrendered without a fight. The pirates claimed the Whydah as their
own. Bellamy and his crew were sailing north along the east coast of the American Colonies. Cape Cod
folklore says their destination was Eastham, Massachusetts, where Sam intended to pick up Maria Hallett ,
believed to be his lover, on their way to Rhode Island or Maine. He might also have been hoping to sell some
of their booty. At this time, the Whydah boasted a crew of approximately men, all crammed into a ship that
measured about thirty feet wide and one hundred feet long. That evening a dense fog rolled in, which should
have been an early storm warning for the pirates, and the storm began to manifest itself. The capture of the
Fisher helped the pirates to navigate through the increasing fog. Instead of steering out to sea, Bellamy chose
to stay close to land, a move which leads many to believe that he did indeed wish to try and make port
somewhere in Cape Cod. Conditions continued to worsen. The last gasp of a frigid New England winter, the
cold front was about to combine with the warm front in one of the worst storms ever to hit the Cape. With
each swell, the ship was pushed west by the winds, no matter how hard the pirates tried to keep heading north.
The accident was succinctly described by Thomas Davis in his deposition before his trial for piracy in Boston,
Massachusetts, in October of Ship being at an Anchor, they cut their Cables and ran a shoar, in a quarter of an
hour after the Ship struck, the Main-mast was carried by the board, and in the Morning She was beat to pieces.
Trials, What Davis said here was that the pirates attempted to save themselves by anchoring the ship to the sea
bottom. When the anchors dragged, meaning they failed to get a grip on the sea bed, they cut the cables. They
then made a last-ditch effort to save themselves by trying to turn the ship into the wind. But the Whydah was
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so heavy she slid back down a wave and crashed into a sand bar, spelling the end of ship and all but two
members of her crew. Although the beach was just feet away, the bitter ocean temperatures were cold enough
to kill the strongest swimmer within minutes. Other crew members were crushed by the weight of falling
rigging, cannon, and cargo as the ship, her treasure, and the remaining men on board plunged to the ocean
floor, swallowed up by the shifting sands of the cape. During excavation of the wreck site it was determined
that he died because one of the cannon had pinned him to the seabed. John King is the youngest recorded
member of a pirate crew during the Golden Age of Piracy. His time as a pirate lasted for three months. The
cords were often tipped with pieces of iron or steel hooks to inflict maximum damage. Scourge of the Seas.
Cliff Street Books, Clifford, Barry, and Kenneth J. Pickering and Chatto, , 2: She also has her own blog, The
Whydah Pirates Speak. Pirates and Privateers has published several of her non-fiction articles:
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